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Abstract: This paper investigates performances of silhouette-based and depth-based gait authentication considering
practical sensor settings where sensors are located in an environments afterwards and usually have to be located quite
near to people. To realize fair comparison between different sensors and methods, we construct full-body volume of
walking people by a multi-camera environment so as to reconstruct virtual silhouette and depth images at arbitrary
sensor positions. In addition, we also investigate performances when we have to authenticate between frontal and rear
views. Experimental results confirm that the depth-based methods outperform the silhouette-based ones in the realistic
situations. We also confirm that by introducing Depth-based Gait Feature, we can authenticate between the frontal and
rear views.
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1. Introduction

There are various biometrics, such as fingerprint, vein and
iris. These biometrics get attention because they are applicable to
criminal investigation or security purposes. Gait, way of walking,
is also regarded as one of the biometrics. Although its authentica-
tion ability is not high enough to be applied to such serious pur-
poses, gait has an advantage that it can be obtained without any
contact to devices; a person can be authenticated only by walking.
Considering this great property of gait, we would like to apply
gait authentication for automatic security door, visitor logging,
and global people tracking, for example. Indeed we would be
happy if we could change a door to one that automatically opens
when we approach to the door just by putting a sensor around the
door. It is commercially useful if we could automatically count
the number of visits of a customer just by locating a sensor at an
entrance.

Considering this advantage of gait, there are various studies
about gait authentication. Among them, the most popular gait
feature is Gait Energy Image (GEI) [1], which is an averaged im-
age of the silhouette image sequence corresponding with a walk-
ing period. There are also many other silhouette-based stud-
ies [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In these studies, they report very high
authentication accuracy that looks enough for real application,
even for the serious applications above mentioned. They, how-
ever, have not been introduced in real environments. This is be-
cause they require conditions that cannot be fulfilled in the real
environments. For example, most silhouette-based methods as-
sume that a walking person is captured from a constant direction.
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To realize this condition, they have to locate a camera at a dis-
tance from the walking way, which is difficult to fulfill in the real
environments; we guess in many cases we can put a sensor just at
a ceiling or wall near to the walking way. This might have pre-
vented gait authentication techniques from real use, but no study
confirms this query objectively and quantitatively.

Currently there are also several studies that use range sen-
sors instead of cameras. Especially after emergence of Mi-
crosoft Kinect, the increase of the number of volume-based and
depth-based methods is accelerated. We can also find a public
dataset [7]. Gait Energy Volume (GEV) [8] is one of range data-
based method, which is a simple extension of GEI to 3-D; aver-
age volume of the volume sequence of whole body. Sivapalan et
al. [9] extracted histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and local
directional patterns (LDP) from the volume sequence to achieve
better authentication performance. There are also other depth-
based methods [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Depth-
based Gait Feature (DGF) [17] is also one of the state-of-the-
art methods categorized in the depth-based methods, but DGF
has a unique advantage that it can separate shape and motion in-
formation from gait observation. This property is very effective
when we can capture a person from either of his/her front or back,
which should often happen in the real situations. However, quan-
titative evaluation considering such a scenario has not been done.

In this paper, therefore, we evaluate the performances of
silhouette-based and depth-based methods considering “realis-
tic” situations. The “realistic” situation is defined, considering
the above discussion, as a case where a sensor is located in an
environment afterwards and thus has to be near to a walk way,
and where the sensor can capture just either of the front or back
sides of people. We use GEI and DGF as representatives of the
silhouette-based and depth-based methods, respectively. To real-
ize fair comparison between different sensors, we construct full-
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body volume of walking people by multi-camera environment so
as to reconstruct virtual silhouette and depth images at arbitrary
sensor positions. In addition, we also investigate performances
when we have to authenticate between frontal and rear views. Ex-
perimental results show that in the realistic situations the depth-
based methods outperform the silhouette-based ones. It is also an
important discussion that by introducing DGF, we can authenti-
cate even between the frontal and rear views. These results con-
firm that DGF is most suitable when we would like to construct a
gait authentication system under “realistic” situations.

2. Depth-based Gait Feature

DGF was originally proposed by Nakajima et al. [17]. This
section briefly explains how to obtain DGF from observation.

From captured depth images, a walking person is detected by
background subtraction. A virtual range sensor is located in
his/her front at a certain distance so that we obtain an image se-
quence where his/her position is normalized. This sequence is
called a Gait Depth-map Sequence (GDS). Considering the pe-
riodicity of walking, we then estimate a period N and extract
frames corresponding with a cycle from GDS by evaluating its
autocorrelation. We then apply Discrete Fourier Transformation
(DFT) to the extracted frames.

G(x, y, k) =
N−1∑

n=0

g(x, y, n)e− jω0kn, (1)

where g(x, y, n) denotes a depth value at a pixel (x, y) in the n-th
frame, ω0 is a base angular frequency for the gait period N, and
G(x, y, k) is the DFT of GDS for k-times the gait period. Note
that this operation is performed only for pixels that always cor-
respond with foreground region. Pixels that are always or some-
times correspond with background region are masked so as not
to consider them in dissimilarity measure. From G(x, y, k), an
amplitude spectrum A(x, y, k) is calculated as follows:

A(x, y, k) =
1
N
|G(x, y, k)|. (2)

In the original DGF paper [17], they picked up only A(x, y, 0) and
A(x, y, 1) since A(x, y, k) (k ≥ 2) are expected to be noisy and
less reliable considering the number of frames included in a cycle
and noise of each range sensor. They also calculate the phase in-
formation for the basic frequency component G(x, y, 0), but they
reported that the phase component is unstable and so not effective
for authentication task. Considering this report, we use A(x, y, 0)
and A(x, y, 1) in this paper. Figure 1 shows examples of A(x, y, 0)
and A(x, y, 1). A(x, y, 0), which we call the direct component,

Fig. 1 Depth-based Gait Feature.

mainly describes the shape of the person. On the other hand,
A(x, y, 1), which is called the amplitude component, corresponds
with the fundamental motion of walking such as arm swings and
steps that occur only once in a period, so that pixel values around
the arms and legs are higher than ones around the trunk.

3. Scene Generation

To correctly compare between authentication performances of
different feature descriptions or different view angles, we need to
use the same scene where the same person walks in the same way.
We, therefore, adopt a strategy that we firstly construct full-body
volume of the person and reconstruct silhouette and depth images
from the volume. The full-body volume is captured in the tread-
mill environment shown in Fig. 2. This environment consists of
25 cameras and treadmill. There is a treadmill in the center and
it is surrounded by 25 cameras. Figure 3 shows examples of the
full-body volume data and the depth image generated from the
volume.

Fig. 2 Treadmill environment. It consists of 25 cameras surrounding the
treadmill.

Fig. 3 3-D person data. (a) Full-body volume obtained by the treadmill
environment. (b) Depth image generated from the full-body volume.
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Fig. 4 Dissimilarity measure for masked DGF.

4. Dissimilarity Measure

In evaluating performance of authentication, not only the fea-
ture description but also choice of dissimilarity (or similarity)
measure is important. In most studies related to authentica-
tion, they calculate difference of two feature vectors and evalu-
ate its L2/L1/L0 norms as the dissimilarity measure. Nakajima et
al. [17] also simply use L2 norm of feature vectors they proposed.
When we compare two depth images with mask regions, how-
ever, we cannot simply use this way. Let us consider a case that
we would like to measure dissimilarity of the direct component of
two different people, for example. One way is to simply calculate
a difference of two images without considering the masks. In this
case, however, the difference of the number of foreground pix-
els should be dominant and the difference of depth value of each
pixel affects very little. Another way is to consider the masks and
sum up just the pixel value differences of the overlapped region.
This dissimilarity measure, however, tends to be smaller when
the overlapped region is smaller, which means the shapes of two
people are so different though.

In this paper, we adopts another dissimilarity measure that is
used for evaluating accuracy of 3-D shape reconstruction consid-
ering that DGF can also be regarded as a kind of 3-D surface of
a person. Figure 4 shows this method. In this method, for a pair
of two people’s DGF, we first regard DGF of a person as a refer-
ence and that of the other person as an estimate. To evaluate the
accuracy of the estimate, for each point on the estimate surface
its nearest point on the reference is selected, and a distance di be-
tween the points are summed up among all the estimate surface
to obtain a measurement D1. We then exchange the reference and
estimate and sum up the distance to get D2. By this operation,
we get two measurements and choose the larger one as the final
dissimilarity measure:

D = max(D1,D2). (3)

5. Experiment and Discussion

5.1 Experimental Settings
The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate the performances

of GEI and DGF in realistic situations, where a camera or range
sensor have to be located quire near to a walking person so that

Fig. 5 Front and rear images.

Fig. 6 Virtual range sensor locations.

Fig. 7 Virtually captured depth images of a walking person. By binarizing
them, we can also obtain virtually captured silhouettes.

relative positions between a sensor and a person cannot be re-
garded to be constant; locations of people in captured images are
different, moreover even for a certain person, his/her appearance
gradually changes as he/she walks. In addition, it often happens
that a person can be captured only from either of the front and
rear, so that we might have to authenticate observations from op-
posite directions as shown in Fig. 5.

Considering this purpose, we virtually locate cameras and
range sensors at nine locations as shown in Fig. 6. The corre-
sponding captured images are shown in Fig. 7. These sensors are
fixed not in the person coordinate but in the environment coordi-
nate, so that his/her positions in images gradually moves accord-
ing to his/her walking. Moreover, we locate virtual sensors at the
back side of the person as well as the front side for performance
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Fig. 8 ROC curves of GEI, direct and amplitude components of DGF.

evaluation in the front-rear cases.
For performance evaluation, we use 97 subjects. There are

three sequences for each subjects. Their DGF obtained from the
sensor position (5) (called “middle-center”) is used as galleries,
those from all the positions (1)-(9) (including (5)) are used as
probes.

5.2 Experimental Results
For comparative evaluation, we employed the ROC curve

which indicates the trade-off between the false rejection rate
(FRR) of the genuine and the false acceptance rate (FAR) of the
imposter when an acceptance threshold changes. Figure 8 sum-
marizes all experimental results. Three columns correspond with
results of GEI, the direct and amplitude components of DGF, re-
spectively. The results in the first row are of the front-front cases,
and those of the second row are of the front-rear cases.
5.2.1 Front-front Authentication

According to (i), these nine curves are so different. When the
sensor positions are the same or very similar between the gal-
leries and probes, performances are fine. In the other sensor lo-
cations, however, performances are terribly degraded. Especially
in “near-right/left” cases, they are almost chance rate. This result
indicates that GEI is not effective for authentication task in real-
istic situations where a walking person has to be captured by a
nearly-located sensors. GEI, indeed, has been known as a good
gait feature, but it can be said only in a well-controlled environ-
ment where people can be observed from a distant and from a
constant direction.

On the other hand, the variation of the curves in (ii) is much
smaller than in (i). Although the performances in “middle-center”
and “far-center” are slightly worse than those in (i), the others are

apparently better. In (iii), each curve is slightly worse than that
in (i). This fact says that the motion information is less effective
than the shape information, which is consistent with discussion
of Nakajima et al. [17]. Note that, however, the amplitude com-
ponent still gives better performance than (i). From these results,
DGF works much better than GEI in the realistic situations, and
especially the direct component of DGF, which denotes shape of
person, is most effective for authentication task.
5.2.2 Front-rear Authentication

We also evaluate their performances in “front-rear” cases
where we have to authenticate between frontal and rear views.
Considering that GEI is based on silhouettes that should be the
same (mirrored, strictly speaking) between the frontal and rear
views, performance of GEI was expected to be fine. The result is,
however, very bad as shown in (iv). This is because the camera
angle is not horizontal but has a certain elevation. Though the
result would get better if we could put a camera horizontally, it is
often impossible to fulfill this camera angle condition.

In (v), all the results are so bad, but it is just natural. Since the
direct component encodes a person’s shape, this operation means
comparison between frontal and rear surface of a person, which
must not match, of course. In (vi), on the other hand, the results
are much better than those of GEI and the direct component. It
is considered because the dominant motions in walking (arm and
leg swings) are all anteroposterior motions, which can be well en-
coded by the amplitude component of DGF and are expected to
be similar between the frontal and rear views.

5.3 Discussion
The results argue that when we would like to construct an au-

thentication system in real environment where we often have lo-
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cate a sensor quire near to a person we should not choose a cam-
era but a range sensor. In addition, when we use DGF for gait
feature description, which can separate the shape and the motion
information, we can authenticate even between the frontal and
rear views by focusing only on the motion information.

6. Conclusion

This paper investigated performances of silhouette-based and
depth-based gait authentication methods considering practical
sensor settings where sensors for authentication are located in the
environments afterwards so that they usually have to be located
quite near to people. To realize a fair comparison between dif-
ferent sensors, we constructed the full-body volume of walking
people by a multi-camera environment so as to reconstruct vir-
tual silhouette and depth images at arbitrary sensor positions. In
addition, we also investigated performances when we have to au-
thenticate between frontal and rear views. Experimental results
confirmed that in the realistic situations the depth-based methods
outperform the silhouette-based ones. We also confirmed that by
introducing DGF, we can authenticate even between the frontal
and rear views.
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